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Presentation Notes
I have, for some time, been interested in better characterizing the relationship between what a sensor reads and the true pollution value and how that relationship changes in time and spaceMaybe just a different angle on a common calibration metric – this relationship as an indication of relevant changes in local aerosol and other environmental factors.
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Inter-device hardware inconsistencies

Environmental factors, cross-sensitivity

• Temperature, relative humidity

Aerosol properties

• Distributions of size and shape

• Aerosol refractive index

• Particle density

WHAT AFFECTS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SENSOR READINGS 
AND ACTUAL CONCENTRATIONS? (PM2.5, OPTICAL)

adapted from Litton et al 2004
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Presentation Notes
Let’s start by discussing the factors that affect the relationship between sensor readings and actual concentrationsI will focus on pm2.5 and opticalWhat I’m presenting on today is just one small piece of what I think many of us see as the future of low cost sensor application. And the general concepts discussed likely apply to a variety of pollutants and sensors; This is by no means an exhaustive list, but some of the big ones include:Inter-device hardware inconsistenciesMinor differences produced during the manufacturing processEnvironmental factors and cross sensitivity – Temp RHMost importantly for optical PM sensors, aerosol propertiesLitton, C. D., Smith, K. R., Edwards, R., & Allen, T. (2004). Combined optical and ionization measurement techniques for inexpensive characterization of micrometer and submicrometer aerosols. Aerosol Science and Technology, 38(11), 1054-1062.



PROOF OF CONCEPT – METHODS

Machine Learning (ML)

• Very good at uncovering, assessing hidden and complex relationships

• Until very recently, the domain of mathematicians and computer 
scientists

• Computing advances, open source programming have made ML and 
Ensemble methods accessible to (more of) the general public

• One of the most important aspects of ML: picking the right variables

• ML is now the domain of subject matter experts (like us!) who have 
the ability to anticipate good predictors, related proxy variables



Specific makeup of local point, area sources

Traffic
• Time of day: Fraction of total ambient aerosols coming 

from mobile vs. point sources
• Ratio of diesel to non-diesel
• Ratio of clunkers to … not clunkers

Environmental phenomena, like wild fires
• Intermittent source
• Produce aerosols of size, shape, refractive index 

different from those of common urban sources

Meteorology
• Wind direction, speed

• Regional and local transport

• Determines upstream sources, dilution

• Precipitation, fog

• Air pressure

INFLUENCES OF LOCAL AEROSOL PROPERTIES, SENSOR OUTPUT
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Presentation Notes
Well, as subject matter experts, we’re quite familiar with the factors that affect the relationship between a sensor’s output and true pollution concentrations.This, again, is not an exhaustive list but captures some of the big players:Local point and area sourcesVariations on traffic volumes, patterns, and typesEnvironmental phenomena, like wildfires, which produce aerosols that can differ considerably from those of ambient urban air, for exampleMeteorological impacts like wind direction and speed, which affect local and regional transport and pollution dilution, and air pressureAnd there are other factors like topography – things we know from classical land use regression based air quality modeling.



Specific makeup of local point, area sources

Traffic
• Time of day: Fraction of total ambient aerosols coming 

from mobile vs. point sources
• Ratio of diesel to non-diesel
• Ratio of clunkers to … not clunkers

Environmental phenomenon, e.g. forest fires
• Intermittent source
• Produce aerosols of size, shape, refractive index 

different from those of traffic, industrial sources

Meteorology (regional and local transport)
• Wind direction, speed

• Determines upstream sources, dilution

• Precipitation, fog

WHAT INFLUENCES THESE FACTORS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And guess what? The relationships between these factors and their influence on sensor output are highly complex.Well, as subject matter experts and now with the right amount of gumption … I think you all know what I’m getting at.



USE PUBLIC DATA SOURCES, ADVANCED STATISTICS TO ASSESS AND 
EXPLOIT CHANGES IN THESE FACTORS RELEVANT TO SENSOR RESPONSE

raw output

+

some initial 
calibration 
(optional)

assess sensor-
relevant changes in 
aerosol properties

data that can 
be applied to 

improve 
sensor utility 

and the 
actionability 

of sensor 
output
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Presentation Notes
With what we know about the factors and proxies for factors that affect the relationship between low cost sensor output and true concentrations –  for which there are well-established continuously updating data repositories like NOAA Integrated Surface weather Database and CalTrans traffic information repository … with what we know and these publicly available databases, we believe that a statistical framework for improving the actionability of low cost sensor data can be produced.We propose a framework that incorporates concurrent data from geographically dispersed low cost sensors, regional high-cost air quality monitors, numerous public data sources on environmental phenomena like weather and wildfire occurrence, and advanced statistical techniques like machine learning and ensemble modeling to estimate the relationship between sensor output and actual mass concentrations in near-real time—at a bout the scale of an hour.To demonstrate the potential power of such a framework, I spent just a few days compiling some data sources and drawing up some models.Air monitor pictures from: https://clarity.io/solutionPurpleair.comhttps://foobot.io/features/http://berkeleyair.com/monitoring-instruments-sales-rentals/particle-and-temperature-sensor-pats/



• Plantower sensor data (5 min.) from 5 Clarity Node 
devices throughout N. California, provided by Clarity

• Concentration estimates of PM10, PM2.5, PM1.0; 
temperature; relative humidity

• Collocated with regulatory-grade monitors February –
August 2018

PROOF OF CONCEPT – METHODS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, we received unaltered Plantower sensor output, though I’m told Clarity uses more than one type of PM sensor.I should note that Clarity does offer a sophisticated calibration service, but we did not use it in order to give our data set the most room for improvement.Image from:https://res-3.cloudinary.com/crunchbase-production/image/upload/c_lpad,h_256,w_256,f_auto,q_auto:eco/v1484042281/irjbtsgilvr3lxj1zyg2.pnghttps://clarity.io/solutionhttp://www.valleyair.org/grant_programs/Prop1B/Prop1BTruckRetrofitOptionPaymentProceduresPacket121010.pdf.pdfhttps://surveymonkey-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/survey/121718540/675bf58b-c26a-418a-8f10-cd6e0a42aef9.jpg



PROOF OF CONCEPT – METHODS

Reference = 5.0 +0.52(‘Raw’ Sensor Estimate)

MeanCN_raw: 7.6 ug/m3 

σCN_raw:  13.0 ug/m3 

MeanRef: 9.0 ug/m3 

σRef: 8.1 ug/m3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The unaltered Plantower estimates from the Clarity do reasonably well against regulatory reference equipment.But, there is room for improvement. What you’d like to see here is a set of scatterplots that center around the 1:1 line in black, but we can see some deviation throughout the range of values observed.Image from:https://res-3.cloudinary.com/crunchbase-production/image/upload/c_lpad,h_256,w_256,f_auto,q_auto:eco/v1484042281/irjbtsgilvr3lxj1zyg2.pnghttps://clarity.io/solutionhttp://www.valleyair.org/grant_programs/Prop1B/Prop1BTruckRetrofitOptionPaymentProceduresPacket121010.pdf.pdfhttps://surveymonkey-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/survey/121718540/675bf58b-c26a-418a-8f10-cd6e0a42aef9.jpg



PROOF OF CONCEPT – PM2.5 DATA SUMMARY

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 4

Node 5

mean = 0.74
(σ: 1.5) 

(uncalibrated) Clarity Output : Reference, by unit

• Variation within units over time

• Variation between units

Overall, the ratio observed is not steady over the 
assessment period (σ: 1.5)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a kernel distribution plot of the ratio of uncalibrated sensor output to reference concentrations.What we’d like to see is curves centered over 1, but what we instead see is a bias of typically ~ 25% underestimation, and considerable variation within and between units over time.



Concurrent data collected from publicly accessible 
sources:

• Meteorology (3 closest NOAA ISD-listed stations to 
each location)

PROOF OF CONCEPT – METHODS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to sensor colocation data, we pulled concurrent data from publicly accessible sources along the lines of the proposed framework.We pulled meteorology data from nearby met stations using NOAA’s Integrated Surface Databased, and a very convenient R OpenSci package called ‘rnoaa’NOAA image from:- https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/79/NOAA_logo.svg/2000px-NOAA_logo.svg.png



Concurrent data collected from publicly accessible 
sources:

• Meteorology (3 closest NOAA ISD-listed stations to 
each location) 

• Hourly average PM2.5 concentrations from 
BAAQMD, SJVAPCD sites (excluding those used in 
colocation)

PROOF OF CONCEPT – METHODS

https://www.arb.ca.gov/aqmis2/aqdselect.php

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We compiled hourly average PM2.5 concentrations as measured from all regulatory monitoring sites in the study area -- excluding those used in the colocation



Concurrent data collected from publicly accessible 
sources:

• Meteorology (3 closest NOAA ISD-listed stations to 
each location)

• Hourly average PM2.5 concentrations from 
BAAQMD, SJVAPCD sites (excluding those used in 
colocation)

• Daily indicator of nearby wildfires (> mid-March)
• ABBA, geosphere package (75 km radius)

PROOF OF CONCEPT – METHODS

Wildfire Automated Biomass Burning Algorithm

http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/FIRE/Layers/ABBA/abba.html

circles not drawn to scale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, from hourly data collected by NOAA’s ABBA initiative, we established a daily indicator of nearby wildfire activity.I believe there are many other similarly accessible and useful – if not more useful – data sources out there, but for this demonstration, we focus on just the three. 



PROOF OF CONCEPT – METHODS

1. Deep Neural Net 
• Multi-layer, feed-forward perceptron

• 18710 data points, 126 covariates (~ 2.4 million cells)

• 90%/10% cross validation

2. A ensemble of
• Random Forests

• Support Vector Machines

• GLM, GLM net

• Ultimate sample size: 5586 data points, 66 covariates (~ 370,00 cells)

• 10-fold cross validation

φ =
Raw Clarity PM2.5 Estimate (ug/m3)

Reference PM2.5 Value (ug/m3)

Machine Learning (ML), Ensemble Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After a time-matched database of hourly average data was compiled, the data were run through two primary algorithm setsTo PREDICT THE RATIO OF RAW CLARITY (Plantower sensor) OUTPUT TO REFERENCE VALUE for each hourly sample as shown here on the right.The first model was a multi-layer, feed-forward perceptronIncorporated 18710 data points126 covariates Trained on 90% of the data, and validated on the remaining 10%The second model was an ensemble of standard and machine learning approachesRandom forest, support vector machines, and Generalized linear models Due to data missingness and imputation constraints on the software, we ultimately incorporated only 5586 data points66 covariates Systematic 10-fold cross validation to make our estimates more robustImages from:https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/1b/R_logo.svg/2000px-R_logo.svg.png



PROOF OF CONCEPT – RESULTS
• Deep Neural Network:

• Moderate predictive power, well-fit, moderate error
• Variable importance: nearby NOAA and regulatory monitor data show high importance

Mean φ
observed

Mean φ
predicted

r2

Obs. Vs. Pred

β2

Obs. Vs. Pred
RMSE 

validation
RMSE 

train

0.67 
(σ: 1.1) 0.76 ~ 0.35 1.17 

17% underestimation 0.88 1.04

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we found with the perceptron model was moderate predictive power in the validation set, with only moderate error and bias somewhat improved from the original 25%.The software package we used also ranked covariates by their contribution to model performance.We see that estimated PM properties produced by the Clarity (Plantower sensor) are, as we’d expect, highly important to the model.But we also find that those other sources like NOAA and local regulatory monitor data from sites often dozens of kilometers away, can contribute substantially to the prediction.



PROOF OF CONCEPT – RESULTS

• Ensemble (RF, SVM, GLM, GLM net):
• Low bias, moderate error

• Strongly predicted ratio as it changed

• Thus, likely a strong predictor of changes in aerosol properties and potentially 
nearby source characteristics

Mean φ
observed

Mean φ
predicted

Ensemble 
Avg. RMSE

β
Obs. Vs. Pred

(obs < 7)
adj-r2

Obs. Vs. Pred (obs < 7)

0.71 
(σ: 1.4) 

0.66
(σ: 0.51) 1.60

1.04 
(SE: 0.01)

4% 
underestimation

0.48
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The ensemble model proved even more useful, with a moderate amount of error but a very low bias.(a relatively small number predicted outcomes excluded for being negative)There was also a relatively small number of positive outliers with high leverage (excluded from the plot and the Beta and adj-r2 estimates), but on the bulk of the ratio data, bias in ratio estimation from the Clarity’s Plantower was reduced from about 25% to about 4%. Thus, the model is a strong predictor  of changes in aerosol properties and potentially nearby source characteristics.



PROOF OF CONCEPT – RESULTS
Ensemble (RF, GLM, GLM net, SVM):

• Ratios can be used to reliably produce estimates of true hourly average local PM2.5 mass concentrations
• Low bias across nodes, low/moderate error
• Ratio & Clarity output allowed reliable reconstruction of reference values

• Better in some nodes than other

Node

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When these predicted ratios were used to reconstruct mass concentrations, they demonstrated much less bias and similar error in comparison to the raw the Clarity Plantower readingsNote the outliers shown on this plot (far right).



PROOF OF CONCEPT – METHODS

Node

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, above the before where each Node is represented in its own panel with trends somewhat away from the 1:1 line, and that differ by nodeAnd below is after – with each node represented as a color, with similar trends among all Nodes.



INSIGHTS, NEXT STEPS

Using publicly available data, a machine learning-enhanced statistical model can be trained to: 

• strongly predict hourly changes in the relationship between sensor output and PM2.5 concentrations

• Identify key changes in local pollution source contributions, important events

• account for location-based and inter-unit differences with good accuracy

Such a model leverages and highly relies upon local, sophisticated low-cost sensor output

• Clarity Node provides estimates of PM1 and PM10, allows model to consider changes in size distribution

Such a model can reliably produce estimates of true hourly average local PM2.5 concentrations

Future work should explore the ability of such a model to predict low-cost sensor calibration 
factors in near real-time (~ hourly)

Future models should explore local traffic data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we take away from this, is that a framework for reliably assessing, correcting for, and exploting changes in sensor response to glean even more value from low cost sensor data is feasibleusing what we subject matter experts know in combination with publicly available, continuously updating datasets and increasingly accessible advanced statistical techniques.Future work should explore the ability of such a model to predict low-cost sensor calibration factors in near real-time and, specifically, into the ‘future’ (relative to training data).And future models should absolutely expand the set of publicly accessible data sources that are incorporated – especially traffic via PEMs or other sources.
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Here are my references for posterity.
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to utilize our resources to pursue this area of work.
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who’ve tolerated years of brainstorming and 
provided good comments.
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And thank you for listening and to these folks for their contributions.Images from:-   https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/6f/The_University_of_California_Berkeley_1868.svg/2000px-The_University_of_California_Berkeley_1868.svg.pnghttps://clarity.io/https://clarity.io/solutionhttp://www.valleyair.org/grant_programs/Prop1B/Prop1BTruckRetrofitOptionPaymentProceduresPacket121010.pdf.pdfhttps://surveymonkey-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/survey/121718540/675bf58b-c26a-418a-8f10-cd6e0a42aef9.jpg
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